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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Peel Integrated Waste Management Facility (PIWMF) Blue Box Material
Recovery Facility (MRF) commenced initial operations in February 2006. The
MRF was designed to process single stream recyclable material at 35 tonnes per
hour or 130,000 tonnes per year.

The MRF was originally constructed with two separate two (2) cubic yard
compactors that filled roll-off type containers with Residue from the MRF. In
early 2011, the Region of Peel (Region) prepared a business case for replacing
both two (2) cubic yard compactors with one 11 cubic yard compactor that would
fill a full size 120 cubic yard waste trailer, or hiring two full time staff to operate
the waste transfer station after hours while Residue was being unloaded using
roll-off type containers. The Region opted to replace the smaller compactors due
to a number of operational and health and safety concerns.

The Residue compactor upgrade project focused on reducing Residue
management costs and increasing waste diversion. The Region received funding
approval for Continuous Improvement Fund (CIF) Project Number 376, MRF
Residue Compactor Upgrade in April 2011. The project’s total budget amounted
to $255,664.61, of which CIF would fund $130,083, including all taxes. The
payback for this project was expected to be one to two years.

The installation of the new 11 cubic yard compactor resulted in a net savings of
$177,321.72, or $16.63 per tonne for the Region during its first year of operation.
In addition to the achieved cost savings, the Region diverted an additional 6,400
tonnes of Residue from landfill, through a Residue management process that
allows Residue to be processed at a secondary MRF at a lower cost than regular
landfill. This Residue management process was previously unavailable due to
the extra costs incurred with shipping the smaller compactors.
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2. BACKGROUND
The Peel Integrated Waste Management Facility Blue Box Material Recovery
Facility commenced initial operations in February 2006. From February 2006
until September 2010, the MRF was operated and maintained by Waste
Management of Canada Corporation. Since September 2010, Canada Fibers
Ltd. (CFL) has been responsible for plant operation and maintenance. The MRF
was designed to process single stream recyclable material at 35 tonnes per hour,
or 130,000 tonnes per year.

2.1. MRF Process Description
Please refer to Appendix I for the PIWMF MRF Process Flow.

2.1.1. Waste Receiving Area
The MRF includes a separate receiving/tipping area capable of storing up
to 1,000 tonnes of received material. The MRF receiving/tipping area has
four receiving doors and can accommodate up to 30 collection trucks per
hour (at peak levels).

The key functions of the tipping floor include:
•

traffic control;

•

material management;

•

inbound load inspection; and,

•

introduction of received material into the sorting process via two
parallel in-feed lines.

2.1.2. Pre-sort Process
The pre-sort process consists of:
•

material metering drums;

•

an environmentally controlled sorting room;

•

a manual pre-sort area with two in-feed lines;
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•

a bag breaking system that allows for the breaking of bags of
received material (either mechanically, manually or both);

•

a dedicated Film Baler to bale Film Plastic; and,

•

two material storage bunkers.

The key functions of the pre-sort process are:
•

redirection of bagged material to bag breaker;

•

recovery of Film Plastic to Film baler;

•

removal of Residue to a compactor for compaction, or to storage
bunker for loose loading;

•

recovery of Polystyrene (storage bunker); and,

•

recovery of larger High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) containers
(storage bunker).

2.1.3. Fibre Processing
The Fibre recovery process consists of:
•

two parallel multiple disc screens for the main of separation of Old
Corrugated Cardboard (OCC);

•

two parallel multiple disc screens for the main of separation of Old
Newsprint (ONP) and the segregation of Mixed Paper;

•

a V-screen that separates the remaining Fibre from the Container
materials;

•

five separate live floor type storage bunkers, primarily for Fibre
storage;

•

two environmentally controlled Fibre sorting rooms;

•

sorting conveyors for manual quality control (QC) of the various Fibre
streams;

•

a recirculation line for Container material;

•

a provision for further Film Plastic recovery and storage;

•

a provision for receiving and storing (or directly baling) incoming
“clean” loads of Fibre (i.e. a single grade of Fibre material);
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•

two balers, each baler accessible to, and capable of baling, all Fibre
materials and Container materials; and,

•

a provision to loose load ONP direct to compacted trailers.

The key functions of the Fibre recovery process are:
•

QC of Recovered Fibre Material;

•

removal of OCC and Mixed Paper;

•

secondary recovery of Film Plastic;

•

recirculation of Container Material; and,

•

removal of Non-Recyclable Material.

2.1.4. Container Processing
The Container recovery process consists of:
•

an environmentally controlled sorting room;

•

magnetic separation for the removal of Steel cans (trommel magnet,
magnetic head pulleys);

•

screening of Mixed Broken Glass from remaining Container stream;

•

an air separation system to segregate “light” and “heavy” material;

•

manual Glass sorting/QC line prior to mechanical Glass clean up
system (cyclonic system);

•

an auto drum separator to remove small Fibre material;

•

perforator/crusher equipment;

•

a two-sort Optical Sorter Technology (OST) including quality control
lines, currently ejecting Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) and
Polycoat containers;

•

eight separate storage bunkers;

•

three eddy current separators to segregate non-ferrous metals
(Aluminum cans); and,

•

two balers, each baler accessible to, and capable of baling, all Fibre
materials and Container materials.
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The key functions of the Container recovery process are:
•

automated recovery of Glass, ferrous and non-ferrous metals,
Polycoated containers and PET;

•

manual recovery of PET bottles and containers not selected by OST;

•

manual recovery of natural HDPE bottles, jugs and jars;

•

manual recovery of pigmented HDPE bottles, jugs and jars;

•

manual recovery of Mixed Plastic, currently Tubs and Lids; and,

•

manual recovery of Polycoat cartons not selected by OST.

2.1.5. Recovered Material Storage Area
The following components make up the storage area:
•

an indoor storage area, capable of storing up to two days of baled
inventory;

•

indoor storage bunkers with bay doors for Mixed Broken Glass;

•

three bay doors for shipping; and,

•

shipping and receiving desk with door for drivers to enter storage
area away from lift-truck traffic.

2.1.6. MRF Amenities
The following features are also part of the MRF:
•

separate lunch room for MRF personnel;

•

first aid room;

•

full washroom facility (including lockers & showers);

•

separate maintenance room;

•

quality assurance (QA)/quality control (QC) room;

•

building reception area;

•

limited office space for MRF management personnel; and,

•

dedicated IT and phone lines available for MRF personnel.
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2.1.7. Throughput and Processing Flexibility
The system has incorporated some flexibility into the equipment design
and layout, including but not limited to:
•

pause lines throughout system;

•

provisions to recover additional recyclable mateiral;

•

the ability to selectively use the bag breaker system for material that
requires debagging; and,

•

the use of reversing conveyors and by-pass systems to redirect
material during periods of equipment maintenance or repairs.

2.2. Proposed Residue Compactor Upgrade
The MRF was originally constructed with two separate two (2) cubic yard
compactors that filled roll-off type containers with Residue from the MRF.
Due to numerous operational concerns involving these compactors including;
continuous material jams, the frequency which the roll-off containers were
required to be emptied and heath and safety issues associated with unloading
the roll-off containers, the use of the existing compactors was discontinued.
As a result, Residue was required to be stored on the MRF tipping floor and
then loaded into open top waste transfer trailers before shipping for final
disposal.

While this alternative solved the compactor material jamming

issues, the health and safety concerns surrounding the after hours unloading
of material still had to be addressed. In addition, the storage of Residue on
the MRF tipping floor takes valuable storage capacity from the inbound single
stream recyclable material.

In early 2011, Region prepared a business case for replacing both two (2)
cubic yard compactors with one 11 cubic yard compactor that would load a
full size 120 cubic yard waste trailer, or hiring two full time staff to operate the
waste transfer station after hours, while Residue was being unloaded. Both
proposed solutions identified in the business case eliminated the health and
safety concerns around the after hours unloading and the Residue storage
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issues on the MRF tipping floor. The business case identified a potential cost
savings of $12.20 per tonne or $193,579.17 per year by replacing the two (2)
cubic compactors with one 11 cubic yard compactor, as opposed to the hiring
of the two additional staff. Please see Table 1: Compactor Upgrade Business
Case for the cost comparison.

Table 1: Compactor Upgrade Business Case
Base
15,866.60
100%
0%

Total Residue Tonnes
Landfill Split
Arrow Split
Landfill Tonnage
Arrow Tonnage

Extra WTS Staff
15,866.60
100%
0%

15,866.60

Residue Disposal Cost

$

2 Extra ROP Staffing

$

Total Cost
Cost per Tonne

$
$

1,105,738.55
1,105,738.55
69.69

Savings per tonne ($77.49 - $65.29)
Savings $ per Year ($1,229,477.75 - $1,035,898.58)

Compactor Upgrade
15,866.60
40%
60%

15,866.60

6,346.64
9,519.96

$

1,105,738.55

$

$

123,739.20

$

$
$

1,229,477.75
77.49

$
$

$
$

12.20
193,579.17

1,035,898.58
1,035,898.58
65.29

As an added benefit of the compactor upgrade, CFL agreed to receive a
minimum of 60% of the Residue at their Arrow Road MRF where it would be
reprocessed to recover materials not recovered at the PIWMF MRF at a lower
cost than regular landfill disposal. This resulted in a more efficient Residue
management process. By reducing the overall material haulage and being
able to schedule loads to maximize payloads, the Region stands to benefit
from an overall increase in diversion and cost reductions in its Residue
management practices.

The Region received funding approval for CIF Project Number 376, MRF
Residue Compactor Upgrade in April 2011.

The projects total budget

amounted to $255,664.61, of which CIF would fund $130,083, including all
taxes. The projected project payback was expected to be one to two years.
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Please refer to Appendix II for the CIF Project Grant for CIF Project Number
376.

3. PROJECT MONITORING
The project was monitored through the actual monthly cost per tonne for Residue
management. A comparison of the pre-upgrade and post-upgrade Residue costs
will be utilized to measure the success of the project.

The business case

anticipated a cost savings of $12.20 per tonne or $193,579.17 per year.

4. FINDINGS
The Residue compactor upgrade at the PIWMF MRF was completed in July
2011. Analysis of actual Residue management costs both pre-upgrade and postupgrade show a cost savings exceeding the Region’s initial business case
estimates. In addition, the Region has increased its overall waste diversion since
the compactor upgraded project was completed.

4.1. Residue Management Costs
During the 12 month period after completion of the compactor upgrade
project, August 2011 to July 2012, the Region managed 10,664.30 tonnes of
Residue from the PIWMF MRF. Using the newly installed Residue compactor
system and shipping Residue loads to both Arrow Road and to landfill, the allinclusive cost to manage the Residue was $704,649.21, or $66.08 per tonne.
When compared to the anticipated cost of managing the Residue though the
PIWMF WTS with two additional staff, the compactor upgrade saved the
Region $177,321.72 in Residue management costs over the first year. This
equates to a savings of $16.63 per tonne. Please see Table 2: Compactor
Upgrade Impact Analysis.
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Table 2: Compactor Upgrade Impact Analysis
Total Residue Tonnes
Landfill Tonnage
Arrow Tonnage

Base
10,664.30

Extra WTS Staff
10,664.30

Compactor Upgrade
10,664.30

10,664.30

10,664.30
-

1,490.55
9,173.75

-

Residue Disposal Cost

$

2 Extra ROP Staffing

$

Total Cost
Cost per Tonne

$
$

758,231.73
758,231.73
71.10

Savings per tonne ($77.49 - $65.29)
Savings $ per Year ($881,970.93 - $704-649.21)

$

758,231.73

$

$

123,739.20

$

$
$

881,970.93
82.70

$
$

$
$

16.63
177,321.72

704,649.21
704,649.21
66.08

According to the original business case the projected payback for the Residue
compactor upgrade project was one to two years. Based on the first year of
operation and the actual cost savings achieved, the original business case for
the project payback was correct.

4.2. Residue Haulage Requirements
Since the completion of the Residue compactor upgrade project, the number
of vehicle movements required to manage the material has decreased by
approximately 40 per cent.

The reduction in the number of vehicle

movements is the direct result of a more efficient compaction system and an
increase in overall payload.

4.3. Waste Diversion
The Region endeavours to achieve a high level of waste diversion. Through
the Region’s various waste programs, the overall goal is a 70% waste
diversion rate through various waste disposal programs. In conjunction with
the compactor upgrade, CFL agreed to receive a minimum of 60% of the
Residue at their Arrow Road MRF where it would be reprocessed to recover
materials not recovered at the PIWMF MRF.
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Since the completion of the Residue compactor upgrade the Region has
shipped 10,664.30 tonnes of Residue to CFL’s facility, of which approximately
6,400 tonnes of other materials were recovered and shipped to recycling
markets.

5. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
Overall, the Residue compactor upgrade project has been successful.

MRF

operations have improved in a number of areas including lower Residue
management costs and overall reduction in the number of vehicle movements
required to manage the increase in waste being diverted from landfill.

During the 12 month period after completion of the compactor upgrade project,
the Region managed 10,664.30 tonnes of Residue from the PIWMF MRF at a
total cost of $704,649.21, or $66.08 per tonne. When the alternative cost for two
additional staff is evaluated, the installation of this compactor saved the Region
$177,321.72, or $16.63 per tonne in its first year alone.

Based on the total

project cost of $255,644.61, the payback for the Residue compactor upgrade
project is just under one and a half years.

In addition to the overall Residue management cost savings achieved, the
Region has been able to divert an additional 6,400 tonnes of Residue from
landfill.

This material was recovered at CFL’s Arrow Road MRF.

upgraded

compaction

system,

vehicle

payloads

and

Residue

With the
shipping

requirements became more predicable, which ultimately allowed the Region to
utilize this option. Without this upgrade, shipping Residue for reprocessing would
not have been cost effective.
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APPENDIX I – PIWMF MRF Process Flow
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APPENDIX II - CIF Project Grant, CIF Project Number 376
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